Greylock Arts

2009 Exhibitions and Activities

Founded in July 2007, Greylock Arts’ mission is to support interactive and new media arts.
Located at the foot of Mount Greylock in Adams, Massachusetts, Greylock Arts presents
exhibitions, talks, workshops, and performances; fosters community involvement and
develops educational programs to facilitate a deeper public appreciation for emerging art
practice. Recent exhibitions include interactive audio, video and light sculpture, immersive
environments, and alternative energy powered art. Greylock Arts routinely hosts school
groups; all of its events are free and open to the public.

Greylock Arts, 93 Summer Street Adams, MA 01220 www.greylockarts.net info@greylockarts.net

Greylock Arts collaborates with Kidspace at MASS MoCA
in an artist teaching residency
Fall 2008 - Winter 2009
As part of “Illuminations”, a technology-based exhibition by artist Adam Chapman at Kidspace,
Greylock Arts developed curriculum and worked in the fourth-grade classrooms of three North
Adams Public Schools: Sullivan Elementary School, Greylock Elementary School, and Brayton
Elementary School. In our five- week sessions, we examined art, technology and science through
mashups, sequential imaging, and animation.
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Web Exhibit › .Comics
A group exhibition of web comics curated by John Mitchell.
John Mitchell is a unique voice in journalism. His extraordinary essays have the ability to illuminate
even the most obtuse works that the art world has to offer. However, it is with equal enthusiasm and
deft analysis that he explores the world of comics. While graphic novels as a medium have had a
profound cultural impact in the last twenty years, it is rare to find an arts journalist who does not differentiate between cartoonists and gallery artists.
In our programming at Greylock Arts, we are always interested in both the intersection of art and
technology and the presentation of work that is not typically represented within traditional gallery
settings. Profound changes have occurred in the world of comics as a result of the internet. Cartoonists have embraced social networking sites and self-publishing tools like no other community of artists. Mitchell’s essays have not only explored traditional print comics but online works as well.
When we learned of Mitchell’s own creative work in comics, most notably collaborating with wife and
illustrator Jana Christy on the popular 1990’s series “Very Vicky”, we approached him with the idea of
his curating an exhibition of online works. His remarkable expertise coupled with his own experience
as a comics creator provides a unique perspective into this world.
Curator’s Statement: Introduction by John Mitchell
It was back in the early 1990s that self-publishing began to boom in the world of comics, but as liberating as it was, it could also be a prison. For every person who was able to make it all work — somehow — there were probably several who wiped out. That’s because it was a progressive idea stuck in
the old format.
The Internet existed at that time, certainly, but it had not reached the sort of critical mass that it now
enjoys — and it was definitely not considered one of the major delivery systems of entertainment.
And so self-publishers slogged through the process of printing their work — which meant lots of
money and lots of time, not to mention lots of headaches — and distributing it — which meant dealing with a cabal of comics world distributors who often dipped their toes into quality control in order
to guide the market.
Self-publishing still enjoys a presence, but I also wonder if the benefits are worth it, especially since
the Internet has caught up with everyone’s needs. Now, self-publishing is the easiest thing in the
world if you don’t care about traditional media — it’s just a matter of uploading your work (and scanning it beforehand, if you don’t work digitally). For a minimal investment, you can put your work up
there and get involved with the community that pays attention to such things in order to be seen
— and unlike the doom-sayers of the distributor world who treated self-publishing as a chaotic assault on professionalism, a significant portion of what makes it online is damn impressive and more
diverse than print comics. And a significant portion of Web comics creators have gone onto publish
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their digital creations in book form.
This online exhibit is by no means a complete sampling — offered here are several different Web
comics that I admire and think serve well as an introduction to the form, merely the tip of the digital
iceberg. For all the people who take a look here because they already like Web comics, there will be
plenty more who have never paid much attention but — with the proper introduction — might start
to go out of their to find some of the work presented here, as well as others out there that aren’t in
this show but are still marvelous. And there’s plenty of that out there.
What I have found in surveying web comics for my own pleasure and for this show is that the freedom from the busy work that self-publishers can get bogged down by has provided many people
with creative productivity — they can actually worry about their cartooning rather than getting back
issues to the UPS store. They can hone their craft — or if their craft is already well-honed, they can
experiment. And we’re the lucky ones, because we all get to peer into their labs.
The web comics creators are the pioneers of what will become the standard form of reading comics
on a mass scale. Oh, sure, books will be around for a long, long time, that’s certain. The real battle will
take place around a more antiquated format, as the major companies still publish their floppy monthlies with only limited outlets for their purchase. Sales for major comics have plummeted since the
early 1990s, with the current numbers that are considered success about a half to a third of what was
once considered the same. If it hasn’t happened already, there will be a time when self-published Web
comics are seen by more people than the so-called classics and there will be more room and enthusiasm for niche markets. In the meantime, think of this as a virtual anthology compiling some of my
favorites of the form.
Featured Comics:
Truth Serum by Jon Adams
Truth Serum brings all the modern dysfunction and ennui prevalent in America
and dresses it up in superhero costumes. In this way, it’s just horrible, painful, it’s
a cascade of interactions that are so chillingly awful that you almost laugh out of
nervousness. In the end, you just laugh because you’re unashamed.
Goodbye, Crestfallen by Aaron Alexovich
Ably walking that vast visual line between the horrific and the cuddly, Aaron Alexovich returns with his Serenity Rose character in “Goodbye, Crestfallen,” a series of
considerable energy and remarkable graphic realization.

Underwire by Jennifer Hayden
Jennifer Hayden’s “Underwire” is an entirely honest slice of life that probably
benefits from first hand experience as a parent, but it isn’t mandatory. “Underwire”
might even be revelatory in its depiction a typical moment out between a mother
and daughter and the extreme tension that a watercress sandwich can cause
on one side of the interaction, while on the other, a sweet and naive satisfaction
mixed with hopefulness.

Super Spy by Matt Kindt
Though recently collected into a wonderful graphic novel, Matt Kindt’s “Super
Spy” first saw life as a web comic. It’s a dense work, packed with nostalgia for the
intrigue and confusion of old -style spying, where gadgets and action are part
of the mix, but they never obscure the human stories. In Kindt’s tales, the larger
scope of espionage is an excuse to tell smaller stories.
Zip and Li’l Bit by Trade Loeffler
In the Zip and Li’l Bit comic strips. creator Trade Loeffler takes the old fashioned
approach, coming up with a fun and gentle slice of magical whimsy involving one
mischievous boy and his sister who never speaks, but whispers in his ear. In their
world, gargoyles not only speak but try to keep an eye on them, kayaks float, birds
speak Spanish, shadows go on adventures, reflections run wild, and young insomniacs watch magic unfold in lieu of a safe night in bed. Loeffler’s work is loads of
fun and the situation are inventive, utilizing a playful absurdity from which his stories propel.
Wondermark by Dave Malki
“Wondermark” is the sort of creature that begs mystery — how did it come
about? And how can you effectively describe it? It might sound less than the sum
of its parts, but here goes — “Wondermark” is a collection of traditional three or
four panel daily style comic strips that, instead of cartooning, uses stock art cut
outs manipulated to act out the humor scenario in David Malki’s mind. The humor
itself is sometimes coarse, but not in a stupid way, and employs modern attitudes,
conversational tones and absolute absurdity in the dialog juxtaposed with the “ye olde” and sometimes stodgy visuals.
Various Comics by Phil McAndrew
In But Are You Man Enough? cartoonist Phil McAndrew gets to the point — dads
don’t want your daughters to marry you because they like you, they want them to
marry you so they have competition in their never-ending quest to one up everyone around them and prove something. Continually. Into infinity. At least the guy
in this story does and his disdain for artists is something that plenty of other guys
share. McAndrew hints that an artist not only has to play the game, but the make
the game his own. Personal experience?

The 10 Doctors by Rich Morris
There’s lots of fan fiction out there, but not as much fan comics. And when you do
stumble upon a fan comic, it’s usually brief and amateurish. Not “The Ten Doctors.”
a sprawling epic by a talented cartoonist. It’s a work that both takes its subject
seriously and intersperses lots of healthy self-deprecation towards it. And it’s
insane.

Next Door Neighbor by Various Creators, Featuring “Hank and Barbara” by
Joan Reilly
Everybody, just everybody, has a weird next door neighbor story — and we all
have speculative thoughts about our next door neighbors, too. We may not all be
Gladys Kravitz staring out the window at them, but I’ve never met anyone who
didn’t pay attention to what their neighbors were up to and weave theories about
it behind closed doors.
Garfield Minus Garfield by Dan Walsh
“Garfield Minus Garfield” isn’t so much a creation as an uncreation — deconstruction — but who says Web comics can’t be that? The idea here is simple — Dublin
resident Dan Walsh takes “Garfield” strips and digitally fiddles with them so the
rotund cat is no longer in the strip. With Garfield expunged from the proceedings,
what we get are a series of absurd, bizarre single person ramblings by the strip’s
resident human character, Jon Arbuckle. This noodling, as the Web site proudly
proclaims, leads to “an even better comic about schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and the empty desperation of modern life.” Read More | View Comic
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John Mitchell’s webcomics exhibit

John Mitchell, known for his comics reviews at Shuffleboil, and a member of the comics self-publishing movement in the ’90s with VERY VICKY, has
put together an online webcomics exhibit for Greylock Arts. While the exhibit is a showcase for webcomics artists, Mitchell also compares the movement
to the self-publishing movement:
What I have found in surveying web comics for my own pleasure and for this show is that the freedom from the busy work that selfpublishers can get bogged down by has provided many people with creative productivity — they can actually worry about their
cartooning rather than getting back issues to the UPS store. They can hone their craft — or if their craft is already well-honed, they can
experiment. And we’re the lucky ones, because we all get to peer into their labs.
Artists shown include:
Truth Serum, Jon Adams
Goodbye, Crestfallen by Aaron Alexovich
Underwire, Jennifer Hayden
Super Spy by Matt Kindt
Zip and Li’l Bit by Trade Loeffler
Wondermark by Dave Malki
http://pwbeat.publishersweekly.com/blog/2009/01/29/john-mitchells-webcomics-exhibit/
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Web Exhibit › Trees and Hills Group: Hourly Comics Day 2/1/2008
A group exhibition of Hourly Comics created by the Trees and Hills Comics Group on February 1st,
2008.
Hourly Comic Day is an event where cartoonists from all over the world draw a journal comic for each
hour they are awake. The project began with cartoonist John Campbell. Every January, Campbell
chronicles his life daily in hourly journal comics. The challenge appealed to other cartoonists and now
Hourly Comics Day occurs annually on February 1st and is recognized as an international event.
The basic guidelines according to Campbell: for every hour that you are awake on february first
(that’s february first for whatever time zone you happen to be in), you make a comic describing something about the past hour. maybe you ate some cereal? maybe you used the restroom? Say you wake
up at 7am. make a comic some time before it becomes 8am! then after 8am, make a comic before it
becomes 9am! it is pretty simple. When you are done, scan the comics in and post them so we can all
look at each others.
Colin Tedford and Daniel Barlow, co-founders of The Trees & Hills Comics Group put the word out to
their group. The Trees & Hills Comic Group formed in late 2005 with a goal of uniting cartoonists and
other comic creators in New Hampshire, Vermont and western Massachusetts. Its active membership
includes established industry professionals, DIY mini-comic enthusiasts and students at the Center
for Cartoon Studies in Vermont.
Members of the Trees and Hills group took on the challenge of the hourly comic. This exhibition is a
collection of some of the local comics created that day.
Anne Thalheimer has been self-publishing the indie comic “booty” since 1995, and
will be debuting issue #21 at NYC’s MoCCA this coming June. She is a printmaker,
monster milliner, and regular writer for Fleen.com and Xerography Debt, and has had
her work appear in venues as varied as CROQ, Hag Rag, Not My Small Diary, I Keee!
You, and the Zine Yearbook, among others. She is now working on a longer story,
titled “What You Don’t Get…” about living through a fatal shooting committed by
one of her classmates in 1992.
Colin Tedford is a cartoonist (and more) living in his hometown of Winchester, New
Hampshire. His strip Spinning World appears in the Vermont newspaper The Commons each month, and he publishes a few minicomics every year. He is a founder and
co-organizer of the regional Trees & Hills Comic Group and Distro. His comics, sketches, illustrations, news of exciting projects and more live at www.colintedford.com.
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Daniel Barlow is a writer and journalist living in Montpelier, Vt. He is the co-founder
of the Trees & Hills Comics Group and the editor of five anthologies of comics. Visit
Daniel’s livejournal for more information.

Beginning with a love for Archie comics and Calvin and Hobbes, Lucy Knisley (pronounced “nigh-zlee”) has always thought of cartooning as the only profession she is
suited for. A New York City kid raised by a family of foodies, Lucy is a graduate of the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago currently pursuing an MFA at the Center for
Cartoon Studies. While completing her BFA at the School of the Art Institute, she was
comics editor for the award-winning student publication F News Magazine. Lucy currently resides in Vermont where she’s working on comics among the pines. She likes
books, sewing, bicycles, food you can eat with a spoon, manatees, nice pens, costumes, baking and
Oscar Wilde. She occasionally has been known to wear amazing hats. Her website: www.stoppayingattention.com
Marianne R. Petit makes animations, comics, dioramas, and more. She is the cofounder of Greylock Arts and teaches at New York University’s Interactive Telecommunications Program (ITP). More of her work can be seen at www.mariannepetit.com

Ramses Anderson is the coolest Ram in all of NH (and therefore the world). He has
legions of adoring fans that follow his every move on moocowfanclub.com. Because
his fans demanded it, Ramses is running for president of the United States. Oh, and
he wears a cape. For more info: www.moocowfanclub.com/blogs/ramses

Tim Hulsizer is an unemployed cat owner living in Keene, NH, USA. He draws, reads,
and wistfully ponders the fairer sex whilst trying to make the rent and find exotic
new snacks to ingest. Check out his comics every day at: http://ignatz.brinkster.net/
daily.html
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Windows 2.0: A series of art installations in Greylock Arts’ storefront
window displays.
The window displays at 93 Summer Street in Adams, once a showcase of fine clothing and other
goods, will now feature the works of local artists on a revolving basis from January 19 through April
15 2009.
Curated by Marianne R. Petit & Matthew Belanger.
January 20 – February 17 2009:
R.I.P. NTSC by Ephraim & Sadie Hatfield
On February 17, 2009 analog television broadcast in North America, otherwise
known as NTSC, will cease. The significance of this event is commemorated by
the multimedia art duo Sadie and Ephraim Hatfield in an installation utilizing
video collage. A live digital broadcast is mixed randomly with hundreds of
clips from past analog broadcasts as well as clips of the artists’ creation and
presented on a Sony Trinitron, the very symbol of the analog television era.
Geistulator Ephraim & Sadie Hatfield
From Videodrome’s programing that permanently altered your mind to The
Ring’s foretelling of your death within a week, Hollywood has always had an
obsession with the television as a portal to evil. In Geistulator, Ephraim & Sadie Hatfield repeatedly processed the film Poltergeist in its entirety through a
series of analog video synthesizers, switchers, and keyers. In the version exhibited here at Greylock Arts, the film’s intense soundtrack acts as a specter upon
the visual content with audio modulation triggering video wobulation.
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Windows 2.0: A series of art installations in Greylock Arts’ storefront
window displays.
The window displays at 93 Summer Street in Adams, once a showcase of fine clothing and other
goods, will now feature the works of local artists on a revolving basis from January 19 through April
15 2009.
Curated by Marianne R. Petit & Matthew Belanger.
February 18 – March 18 2009:
Waves by Henry Klein
“Waves are the art I make, a form that can ripple through objects and images.”
— Henry Klein
The wave has previously been the focus of Klein’s work and he is currently
revisiting this form as a result of a collaboration with collage artists at MCLA
Gallery51’s “Woodshed II” event. These large-scale collage waves are formed
from found materials, exploring not only the overall pattern of the wave, but
the manner through which the wave reacts with the original object.
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Wearable Expressions

A group exhibition of wearable art, accessories, and technology
apparel exploring fashion as a means for individuals to dynamically
express themselves.
Artists include: Ed Bringas, Kate Hartman, Norene Leddy, Lynda Meyer, Andrew Milmoe,
Alexander Reeder, Rich Remsberg, Andrew Schneider, Martin Zalud, and Alicia Zaludova

Opening Reception: Friday April 17th, 5:30 – 8:30 p.m.
Exhibit Dates: April 17th 2009 – May 30th 2009
Open Saturdays 1 – 4 p.m. and by appointment
Live Performance by Andrew Schneider and his Experimental Devices on Saturday May 23rd

Greylock Arts
93 Summer Street Adams, MA 01220 • 413-241-8692 • info@greylockarts.net • www.greylockarts.net

Greylock Arts
For Immediate Release: Wearable Expressions
A group exhibition of wearable art, accessories, and technology apparel exploring fashion as a means for individuals to
dynamically express themselves.
In this exhibition of wearable art, accessories, and technology apparel, we explore fashion as a means for individuals
to dynamically express themselves. From Lynda Meyer’s collection of 19th century hoops and bustles to Alexander
Reeder’s “Butterfly Dress” which engages those close without words by displaying the heartbeat of the wearer, “Wearable
Expressions” is both historical and contemporary in its scope and examines the impact of material and technology in
wearable design.
Curated by Marianne R. Petit & Matthew Belanger.
In The Storefront:
The Butterfly Dress by Alexander Reeder
The Butterfly Dress is an exploration of fashion, interactivity and sociality. The dress is aware of her
wearers heartbeat, expressing it in the flapping of the butterflies on the dress. What if your clothes
could function as an ice-breaker and literally invite a conversation? The Butterfly Dress is just that, a
beautiful dress which catches attention, but also serves as your personal ambassador, even while you
are preoccupied.
The Muttering Hat and More — Works by Kate Hartman
Using the body and the space surrounding it as a canvas, Kate Hartman creates work that investigates
the ways in which we relate to ourselves and others. Her pieces include hats that liberate the voices in
your head, a jacket that maps your personal space, and t-shirts that display your state of vulnerability.
Through wearable computing systems and conceptual devices, she provides a physical presence and
often literal representation for the awkward and unseen aspects of our social relations.
In The Gallery:
The Aphrodite Project: Platforms by Norene Leddy, Andrew Milmoe, Ed Bringas, Melissa Gira
The link between sex work and technology extends back to ancient Greece, where all prostitution fell
under the domain of Aphrodite, and the pornai (streetwalkers) walked the dusty streets of Athens.
In an early hack, they put tacks on the bottoms of their sandals to leave footprints with ‘follow me’
written in the earth. This inspired Platforms, the latest series of work in the ongoing Aphrodite
Project: contemporary sandals with built in safety, video and GPS technologies that link the wearer
to emergency services and online networks. Functionality in these updated sandals is based on extensive social research
and interviews with sex workers and their allies. Platforms draws on innovations made by venerated courtesans from
antiquity to improve conditions of 21st century women who, despite advances in culture and technology, are now
perceived to be outlaws by trade and are vulnerable to surveillance and violence. Platforms empowers people by
providing tools they need to stay safe.
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Greylock Arts
Antique Clothing Installation by Lynda Meyer of Lynda’s Antique Clothing
Late 19th century, post Civil War, was the beginning of the modern “modern” era. The dynamic
expanse of technology and new methods of merchandizing created fashion that was both arrogant
and elegant. The style of sloping shoulders, and round skirts, a look that dominated woman’s fashion
for more than forty years, gave way to squared bodices and trained back skirts. Yards and yards
of fantastic draperies worn with Junoesque demeanor, became the mode. The underpinnings that
created this silhouette were feats of persion engineering and imagination. The bustle, that is so
unfathomable to us now, held so much fascination and sexual appeal in its time. The derriere was the unabashed focal
point of a woman’s form, surmounted by the tinniest waist line, created a look that was reality and fantasy combined. In
any forum examining dynamics of fashion this wonderful powerful time must be included.
Hand-Sewn Leather Works by Martin Zalud and Alicia Zaludova
Žalud is the independent leather accessories collaboration of professional saddler Martin Zalud
and designer Alicia Zaludova. Their work is the unlikely juxtaposition of an ancient craft and an
unconventional design aesthetic. Applying his mastery of traditional European saddlery, for which he
trained and apprenticed for four years in his native Prague, Martin individually hand-sews each piece
without the use of a machine, in accord with centuries-old techniques. Their handbags, belts, and
other personal accessories are a rare combination of old-world quality and mold-shattering design, an
unusual pairing in our age of mass production.
Hawaiian Guitar Instruction Manual T-Shirts by Rich Remsberg
These t-shirt designs are based on graphics from 1920s Hawaiian guitar instruction manuals. The
Hawaiian guitar craze started on the mainland in 1915 and lasted into the 1950s. By the ’20s, there
was a booming industry of Hawaiian guitar mail-order instruction schools. In addition to actual
instrumental technique and repertoire, the industry pushed the idea that the practice fostered
admirable personality traits, such as responsibility, punctuality, and thrift. There was also the implicit
promise of financial reward and social popularity if you played the Hawaiian guitar.
Some of that remains true today: if you buy these shirts, I will experience financial reward, and you will enjoy social
popularity.
Touched By Strangers by Alexander Reeder and Yutaka Kitamura
Two people in white jumpsuits with hand silhouettes touch each other. As they pass through the
audience you too are curious and touch the silhouettes. As you do, you become part of the piece while
sounds and flowers bloom around you.
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Wearable Expressions
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Dress" by New York City artist Alexander Reeder, which she and Belanger saw
last year.
"The way the Butterfly Dress works is that it is attached to a heart-rate monitor,
so when your heart beats faster as someone approaches, the butterfly wings
start to flap," she said. "It’s just this really beautiful dress, and the interaction is
really beautiful and subtle."
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She said further inspiration came from a class she and Belanger took with
Lynda Meyer through Northern Berkshire Creative Arts called "The Real History
of Fashion."
"We just wanted to bring all these ideas in," Petit said
In the resulting exhibition of wearable art, accessories and "technology apparel," fashion is explored as a means for
individuals to express themselves dynamically. It is also designed to show how clothing can express a time period.
"I think people think of fashion as not necessarily being tied to what is happening in society," Petit said. "But it is a
reflection of history, and technology has always been pervasive in it."
Reeder’s "Butterfly Dress" is one
of the pieces that will be featured in the exhibition.
Petit said about half the artists who will be featured
are local and half are from out of town.
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"They are all works that we’ve seen or artists whose
works we’ve seen in other contexts," she said. "We
just contacted them. What Matt and I tend to do is we
have running lists of pieces we think are really
interesting or artists we find very interesting, and we
try to come up with the themes we find interesting to
work with."
Among the featured works will be "Aphrodite Project"
by New York City artists Norene Leddy, Andrew
Milmoe, Ed Bringas and Melissa Gira. It’s a pair of
platform shoes that includes a global positioning
system, an alarm system and the capability for video
monitoring.

"They are connected to the Internet and social
networks, so that if you’re in danger, your location is
found," Petit said. "She [Leddy] was inspired because
in Greek days, prostitutes would put tacks to the
bottom of their shoes to indicate where they were
located so they could be followed or found. So it’s
really just about the issue of women and vulnerability and safety."
Also part of the exhibition are hand-sewn leather works by Alicia Zaludova and Martin Zalud of Prague that show
specific technique that does not require technology.
"They make really beautiful handbags and wristbands for adults," Petit said. "None of it is machine-crafted. It’s all done
by hand, which is, for this age, almost the exact opposite of technology."
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in 1915 and lasted until the 1950s, Petit said.
"They are really about the time period and how cool it is to play the Hawaiian guitar and how it can raise your social
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Petit said. "They are soft and floppy and made of felt.
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of express the vulnerability of emotions."
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Wednesday, July 9
Using LED's, batteries and simple electronics, children and their parents
participated in an illuminated art workshop at Kidspace at Mass MoCA Tuesday
morning. This piece was made by Chris Doubiago, 10, of Adams.
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"He has these shoes that, depending on how high his heel is off the ground, the music goes faster or slower," Petit
said. "He also has this thing called the ‘Blink Cam,’ where he attaches little switches to his eyes, so every time he
blinks, it takes a picture."
She said she hopes people will find the exhibition fun and the work "beautiful -- and some of it whimsical and
expressive."
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"I’d like for them to walk away with a different sense of what clothing, fashion and apparel can do and can be," she
said. "I think we have these very specific notions that fashion is based upon what we see in magazines and stores, and
then we have a sense of history that is out of books. Clothing, technology and how we express ourselves are just a
constant thing."
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ADAMS -- Kate Hartman doesn’t just want you to wear clothes; she wants you
to interact with them.
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Wednesday, July 9

Hartman has also fashioned such items as the Inflatable Heart, which is worn
like a brooch and grows or deflates in order to express emotion, and the Ear
Bender, which allows a companion to amplify intimate or angry words directly
into the ear of the person wearing the hat.
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Some of Hartman’s creations are currently on display at Greylock Arts in
Adams as part of its "Wearable Expressions" show.
"I do a lot of work with wearable electronics as well," Hartman said during a
recent interview, "imbedding sensors in clothing and that sort of thing. With a lot
of the pieces there’s a more conceptual approach looking at a physical
embodiment of ideas."
With the Muttering Hat, Hartman sought to create a wearable item that would mirror an inner process -- thought. The
hat has two balls attached by Velcro that hang near a person’s ears -- the sound of actual muttering emanates from
them and gives an outside embodiment to the processes of our own brains.
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static muttering, but I talk about it as being a
placeholder for whatever the sound of your thoughts
would be," Hartman said. "Obviously I can’t read
anyone’s mind at this point, but this is a placeholder to
give you the opportunity to think about what would
thoughts sound like if we could capture that
soundtrack. Both the sound and the hat itself are tools
for imagining, to get people thinking about how we
could represent ourselves in that way."
The wearer can also detach the balls and let them
hang down not so near the ears.
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"You can get a little distance," Hartman said, "a little
perspective, so they’re not overwhelming you so much
-- or you can also share them with a friend."

Vacation Village In The B

With the Gut Listener, Hartman amplifies the actual
sounds of your insides rather than creating any sort of
stand-in.
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WilDENNISPORT,
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"It requires you to be very, very quiet, so you can
literally hear your guts," she said. "It’s interesting to
think about the literal and metaphorical implications of
listening to what’s going on inside of you, but it’s a
nice moment when people put it on because they are
very still and they listen very hard."
After Hartman creates these devices and uses them herself, she enlists people to test them out and find out the
possible uses of any of the objects -- the way people view themselves is as varied as how they view Hartman’s
wearables. She will use videos of these tests in her installation.
"Some people use them to express admiration or lust or something like that. Some people use them to express anxiety;
Print
Email
Return to Top
some people use them to express fear or pride," she said. "It’s a really simple thing with a lot of different interpretations.
Some people use them for storytelling. It’s about physically handing off an idea to other people and seeing how it gets
interpreted."
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Hartman began working with the human body as her canvas about five years ago while going to grad school and
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they tended to be just as communicative as the things
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doing with sensors and microcontrollers and all of
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that. That was really interesting to me, to think about what sort of tools were really necessary to communicate an idea."

Wednesday, July 9
Using LED's, batteries and simple electronics, children and their parents
participated in an illuminated art workshop at Kidspace at Mass MoCA Tuesday
morning. This piece was made by Chris Doubiago, 10, of Adams.
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"I focus a lot on illustrating the unseen and giving physical
to things that affect us greatly, like illustrating
5. YMCApool presence
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relationships," Hartman said. "I think a lot about the way people relate to each other."
Hartman is very interested in the idea of personal space and non-verbal cues humans use to communicate. One of her
earliest efforts, the Go Go Gloves, involved two gloves hooked up to computer animation -- the slightest movement of a
finger in either glove caused dancing girls on the screen to break loose into movement.
Advertisement

"I use two gloves of the same hand so a person can’t play alone," she said. "That way, you have to dance with
somebody else. It’s interesting to see two people approach and be very serious -- and sometimes they’re strangers, but
then they’re having this crazy dance party."
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Hartman has designed "networked clothing" that expands your personal space to another person -- your garment
exchanges information with someone else’s. Think of a couple being at a party and one wants to leave -- one of
Hartman’s designs allows one person to touch a section of clothing and send a message to the other that it is time to
leave. She has also designed a feedback system embedded in the jacket that creates soothing vibrations when wearers
hug themselves, creating a psychologically safe, comfortable space within their own jackets.
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"Clothing generally serves two purposes. One is protection and the other is expression," Hartman said. "People will
A L
focus on one end more than the other. If you stop to think
about if we actually use our clothing to communicate, what
can it say -- and not just in terms of it being a method for us to broadcast a certain persona, but what if it really tells
something about us and our actual state of being?"
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When Hartman isn’t getting clothing to talk, she’s teaching plant language. In one of her projects, Botanicalls, she
networked house plants to be able to make phone calls or send text messages for specific purposes. To do this, a
http://www.thetranscript.com/ci_9826782
Page 1 of 2
probe was stuck in the soil to measure how wet it was -- a micro controller constantly monitored the level and would
alert the plant owner when it was dry.
"It knows the different thresholds, so if it’s dry, it will send out a message over the network to say that it’s thirsty,"
Hartman said. "If you water it, it also is able to recognize that, so it will respond with a thank-you message. It will give
you feedback as to whether you water it too much or too little, that sort of thing."
Currently, Hartman has that plant set up with a Twitter account. The day a sweater or a shoe might have the same is
probably not far off.
"Everything’s getting smarter and more talkative," Hartman said.
It might be a while before any of this appears on a mass level, but it’s not as if someone hasn’t thought of the idea in
regard to at least one of her creations.
"I got contacted by some hat manufacturing company in China that really wanted to produce and distribute the
Muttering Hat, which I thought was incredibly strange," Hartman said. "But then I also thought about all the crazy hats
that are out there and thought that kind of makes sense. It never went anywhere, but I thought it was so amusing."
Hartman can be found online at www.katehartman.com. Her plant’s Twitter address is www.twitter.com/pothos.
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Featuring a performance by Andrew Schneider and his
Experimental Devices for Performance!
Also, John Dudek, Peter Dudek & Brad Parsons
will talk about their plans for Bascom Lodge.
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Greylock Arts
93 Summer Street Adams,È-!ÈÈÈÈsÈÈÈ  ÈÈÈsÈÈÈINfo@greylockartsNETÈÈÈsÈÈÈWWW.greylockartsNET

Greylock Arts

For Immediate Release: The May Artist Salon, produced by Greylock Arts and the Storefront Artist Project will be
held at Greylock Arts Saturday May 23rd 2009, 6 – 8 p.m.
The Storefront Artist Salon is a monthly gathering of Berkshire County artists started by the Storefront Artist Project. The
May Salon features a talk by the Bascom Lodge Group and a performance by Andrew Schneider.
Performance:
The salon features a performance by Andrew Schneider and his Experimental Devices for
Performance. These wearable and handheld devices are used for media interaction in experimental
performance. Being performer oriented, the devices make the connection between media and
performer inseparable. The performer affects the media through the devices and the devices affect
the performer. Together, they become the performance.

Presentation:
Also, John Dudek, Peter Dudek & Brad Parsons will talk about their plans for Bascom Lodge. Bascom
Lodge is a rustic stone and wood lodge that was built on the summit of Mount Greylock by the
Civilian Conservation Corps in the 1930’s to provide accommodations for hikers, vacationers, and
nature enthusiasts. The Dudeks along with Parsons plan to renovate and re-open the lodge this
summer.

Peter, the Director of the Storefront Artist Project will also talk about how the Storefront Project has
been used as a model by other towns to help revitalize their downtowns.

93 Summer Street Adams, MA 01220 • 413-241-8692 • info@greylockarts.net • www.greylockarts.net

May 2009
Storefront Salon

BArT: Created, Collected, Communicated

An exhibition created by Berkshire Arts & Technology Charter School
students exploring narratives through art.
The culmination of a visiting artist program supported by the Massachusetts Cultural Council and
involving instructors Erica Tawes, JP Henkel, and Michael Arquilla as well as artists / writers
David Lachman, Anika Nailah, Marianne R. Petit, and Matthew Belanger, Created, Collected,
Communicated is a multi-media exhibition of student work from the Berkshire Arts & Technology
Charter School. Included art works make use of digital and traditional media and explore the nature
of personal memory, collective story telling, artifacts, and location.

Opening Reception:
Monday June 15th 2009, 5:30 – 8:30 p.m.
Exhibit Dates: June 15th – June 28th 2009
Open Sunday June 28th during the Summer Street Fair from 6 – 9: p.m. Otherwise by appointment.

93 Summer Street Adams, MA 01220 • 413-241-8692 • info@greylockarts.net • www.greylockarts.net

Greylock Arts
For Immediate Release: BArT: Created, Collected, Communicated
An exhibition created by Berkshire Arts & Technology Charter Public School students exploring narratives through art.
The culmination of a visiting artist program supported by the Massachusetts Cultural Council and involving instructors
Erica Tawes, JP Henkel, and Michael Arquilla as well as artists / writers David Lachman, Anika Nailah, Marianne R. Petit,
and Matthew Belanger, BArT: Created, Collected, Communicated is a multi-media exhibition of student work from the
Berkshire Arts & Technology Charter Public School. Included art works make use of digital and traditional media and
explore the nature of personal memory, collective story telling, artifacts, and location. This webpage and supporting
documentation also acts as a “virtual museum” for the exhibit.
In The Storefront:
The Concert Tale by Andy
Andy is a man of many talents, one of them is sketching. Others include writing poetry and
performing impersonations of people he finds amusing. In his spare time he sketches, writes,
impersonates people and plays basketball. He also enjoys reading books and playing video games.
Andy was born in North Adams in 1990. The Concert Tale, a series of drawings on paper, is based on a
true story about an Aerosmith concert he went to. View Work
Confessions of A Teenage Girl by Crystal
Crystal is a seventeen year old from Pittsfield. She entered BArT as a ninth grader 3 years ago.
Confessions of a Teenage Girl is an interactive narrative piece that exposes secrets that real girls have
kept hidden. Crystal has collected anonymous confessions from girls at BArT and will hide them in
a female mannequin. To figure out the secrets, viewers must explore the mannequin to find hidden
pockets, invisible images, and secret messages. It reveals the emotions of the average teenage girl in
Berkshire County and links them back to the rest of the world. Crystal also has an online photography
gallery/personal scrapbook. You can find it at: http://fireladycrystalhope.deviantart.com.
In The Gallery:
Let’s Make Music by Allie
Music is Allie’s passion. Music can bring people together, and completely change a person’s mood.
Music is everything, the beats, the sound of feet walking, the batting of eyelashes. Music is our world.
Allie’s project combines random pictures, with different types of music. The music helps give the
viewer a feeling of what the pictures mean or how the people in them felt at the time.

Graduating Class of 2010 by Britney
Britney’s project is the story of her future happiest moment, graduation day, as told by her in spoken
word.

93 Summer Street Adams, MA 01220 • 413-241-8692 • info@greylockarts.net • www.greylockarts.net

Greylock Arts
Audio Synesthesia by Kimi
Music plays a major factor in the lives of many. It elicits many different emotions, depending on the
relations that one has between the music and that emotion. This project is a tangible example of the
relationship between various bands and various emotions. I have asked people to tell me the specific
emotions that they relate towards a band. I have constructed a visual representation of this data by
placing a piece of string connecting both the band and their associated emotion. There is a reason
music is so powerful, this project embodies that power.
Held In (Don’t Say It Out Loud) by Mallorey
Mallorey is inspired by simple things. Her piece, which is in the form of an altered book, illustrates the
unsaid thoughts of others using lyrics from popular songs. View Work

Abandoned by Matt
Matt’s project compiles pictures taken with his cell phone of abandoned places in Berkshire County.
The images are manipulated in Adobe Photoshop and mapped using the Yahoo! Maps API so that
these places may be visited by you, the viewer. View Work

The New Beginning by Michael
The New Beginning details Michael’s experience at BArT in pictures.

What’s Their Flavor? by Sarah
Sarah was born in New Orleans in 1992. She became engrossed in computers, video games, and
Japanese animation from a young age. After Hurricane Katrina, she moved to Berkshire County.
Sarah combines her many interests to produce What’s Their Flavor?. The project, fashioned like a
confessional booth, allows participants to go in and write a story about someone in their life. The
participant can also illustrate their respect, or lack thereof, for the other person by assigning respect
points. Respect points will be reflected by their choice of fruit, available within the booth. Sarah’s idea
for “respect points” came from the video game Final Fantasy X-2.
These Are My Eyes by Zoe
In a world where everything is automated and pixelated and under control, the search for one’s
identity is more of a drive to Burger King then a trek to the Holy Land. I refuse to buy into this
mentality. I needed to find a way to make sense of the world that I live in. I found it in a chunky little
Polaroid Sun camera. Over the course of several months, I captured 100 different images that, in
retrospect, define my life. These Are My Eyes.

93 Summer Street Adams, MA 01220 • 413-241-8692 • info@greylockarts.net • www.greylockarts.net

June 2009
BArT: Created, Collected, Communicated
Opening Reception

June 2009
BArT: Created, Collected, Communicated
Opening Reception (continued)

Dan Rose: Secret Century

A comprehensive retrospective in the form of a multi-location installation
of art and artifacts from a time and place familiar, yet unknown.
See the Dan Rose Special, a one off re-design of Peter Brock’s 1964 Daytona Cobra Coupes, at the opening!

Opening Reception: Friday July 10th 2009, 5:30 – 8:30 p.m.
Exhibit Dates: July 10th – August 29th 2009
Free and open to the public. Open Thursdays – Saturdays, 12:00 – 4:00 p.m. Otherwise by appointment.

93 Summer Street Adams, MA 01220 • 413-241-8692 • info@greylockarts.net • www.greylockarts.net

Greylock Arts
For Immediate Release
June 2009
Greylock Arts is pleased to announce it’s next exhibit:
Dan Rose: Secret Century
An exhibition in the form of a multi-location installation of art and artifacts from a time and
place familiar, yet unknown.
Dr. Dan Rose is an internationally exhibited artist, with a PhD in cultural anthropology, is professor Emeritus at the University of Pennsylvania School of Design, and is the author of several scholarly books of cultural anthropology, as well as essays, white papers and artist books
published by Pure Theory.
Rose has inherited a spectrum of influences that permeate his art ― including the appropriation of “primitive” art, prison art, naïve houses, plastic vehicles and toys from the 70’s and 80’s,
self-constructed and modified vehicles and airplanes influenced by 30’s aerodynamic streamlining, and the poetics and science of dirt.
In Secret Century Rose shows us overlooked and hidden details of the 20th Century as seen
through the dual lenses of art and anthropology. Secret Century will be exhibited at two locations: Greylock Arts and Pure Theory, Formerly Bob’s Used Furniture, and will include a selection of Rose’s diverse works.
Curated by Richard Harrington.
Opening Reception:
Friday July 10th 2009, 5:30 – 8:30 p.m.
Exhibit Dates & Times:
July 10th – August 29th 2009
Admission is free and open to the public.
Thursdays – Saturdays, 12:00 – 4:00 p.m.
Otherwise by appointment.
Location:
93 Summer Street, Adams, MA 01220

July 2009
Dan Rose: Secret Century
Exhibition & Opening Reception

July 2009
Dan Rose: Secret Century
Exhibition and Openingn Reception
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SECRET CENTURY Greylock Arts and Pure Theory, Adams, Massachusetts through August 27th
2009
(THE DNA-PHOTON PROJECT) RE-ADAPTED FOR SECRET CENTURY statement by Dan
Rose:
“WHAT CAN WE HUMANS BECOME? BOTH THE NOVEL AND THE MACHINE INSTALLATION
ARE QUASI-NARRATIVES, A MULTI-GENRE NOVEL WHERE ONE OF THE GENRES IS
ASSEMBLED FROM GLASS, METAL, AND PLASTIC.”
DAN ROSE, 3 MARCH 1998
Secret Century, i.e., the 20th Century, the dual location exhibition at Greylock Arts and Studio Pure
Theory by Dan Rose in Adams, Massachusetts employs some of the paradigms of secrecy and the
accompanying pretentious clandestine code language and propagandistic modus operandi of
governments, the military, the scientific community, and corporations as a means of achieving their
political, scientific, and sociological ends.

http://berkshirereview.net/2009/07/secret-century-%E2%80%A8greylock-arts-and-pure-theory-adams-ma/
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The Bradford Lux Unified Field Illuminator, The
Complex Orbital Photon Emitter, & The Kanji Orbital
Photon Station. Photo Richard Harrington
Among the most notable of these were the secrecy and encryption that surrounded the Normandy
Invasion, The Manhattan Project, Bletchley Hall-aka Station X, and The Enigma Machine, each of
which were to their governments and agencies characterized as SECRET, TOP SECRET, MOST
SECRET, CLASSIFIED, DECLASSIFIED and were neither confirmed nor denied by those
respective agencies.
Encryption, encoding, and decoding which have been employed by individuals and agencies for
millennia, became exponentially sophisticated in the 20th century, along with our ability to realize
our fascination with the colonization of space… if for only short periods of time for now.
Among the group of objects and realizations by artist and theoretician Dan Rose that were chosen
to be exhibited in Secret Century are those that were created for The DNA-Photon Project which
was a previous collaborative exhibition by the artist circa 1998 at the University of Pennsylvania
Department of Landscape Architecture as well as the Tough Gallery in Chicago, IL, Bloomington,
IL, and Normal, IL.
The DNA-Photon Project was a parody of the clandestine workings of just such a TOP SECRET
international collaboration where world governments, in an uncharacteristic spirit of co-operation,
attempted to colonize space with human DNA from a single woman donor. The DNA-Photon
Project was something akin to a techno-Eve in the Garden of Eden or Lucy-Out of Africa revisited.
Melissa Grey, who is a New York based sound artist, and Dan Rose have collaborated on several
gallery installations. The sound track to a radio show called Photon Ecstasy which premiered at
Columbia University Radio, which was one of their previous collaborations, accompanied the
installation and performance of Secret Century DNA-Photon at the installation in Adams.
http://berkshirereview.net/2009/07/secret-century-%E2%80%A8greylock-arts-and-pure-theory-adams-ma/
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Dan Rose’s artistic vocabulary also owes a debt of influence to Marcel Duchamp in its employment
of absurdist humor, puns, and devices and its appropriation of found objects. Agency, Rose claims,
is the broadest physically transformative phenomenon that effects our interaction with matter and
its interaction with us. It permeates the logic of our language and activities, and is addressed in
some of Dan’s anthropological dissertations and treatises, and it is the subject some of Dan’s
iconic installations at Greylock Arts entitled “How Language Moves Matter” and Nature’s Culture.
“How Language Moves Matter”, for example, focuses on how we use words to turn on a fan. A toy
model linguist scholar asks the toy child next to him how to turn the fan on, the child asks a
technician to turn it on but the unplugged fan given the impoverished linguistic theories of today
can’t work, because the cord doesn’t reach the wall outlet.
Despite its ironic narrative, Secret Century in particular and Dan Rose’s art in general contain a
pragmatic and yet utopian message that is something akin to: It is imperative that we ought to be
deeply concerned with what we’ve done to the earth so as not to perpetuate our mistakes. Dan’s
poems, which are written matter-of-factly, express his concerns with the fate of his and our children
in the short term―and the fate of their children in long term.
A product of the mid-to-late 20th Century, Dan Rose inherited a spectrum of visual influences that
permeate his art. There is an evocation and appropriation of “primitive” art, prison art, naïve
houses, plastic vehicles and toys from the 70’s and 80’s, self-constructed or modified vehicles and
airplanes influenced by ’30’s aerodynamic streamlining, and the poetics and science of earth, soil,
and dirt. These works paradoxically evoke both the pathos and joyful eruption of technological
invention of the Secret Century. Dan’s on-street display outside of Greylock Arts of his one-off redesign of Peter Brock’s 1960’s Daytona Cobra is a stunning and timelessly elegant functional
sculptural object that perfectly embodies our consuming and riveting fascination with the A-U-T-OM-O-B-I-L-E.
So, ironically speaking, these works remind those of us who lived through it that the 20th Century
was no secret at all.
http://berkshirereview.net/2009/07/secret-century-%E2%80%A8greylock-arts-and-pure-theory-adams-ma/
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Dan Rose is a professor Emeritus of the University of Pennsylvania School of Design, in the
Department of Landscape Architecture, and is the author of several scholarly books of
anthropology, artists books, essays, and white papers.
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ADAMS -- To walk into Dan Rose's show "Secret Century," showing through
Aug. 29 at Greylock Arts at 93 Summer St., is not like any other gallery
experience.

Part of Rose's work consists of mechanical light contraptions augmented by
figurines, along with diagrams and operational notes -- this is his Photon DNA
project. Rose also offers more primitive creations that border on sculpture and
augment the ideas of his technical gadgetry in a more down to earth way. His
materials here are everything from found doll houses and old toys to dirt.
Predating the actual artwork, but not the ideas that would populate it, Rose
worked for years as an anthropologist, the result of an in-law's ultimatum some
years back, even though he preferred some form of an art career. While Rose's
show encapsulates a secret history of the 20th century, his artistic goals were
also wrapped up in that hidden chronology.

Adams Agricultural Fair celebrates 35 years
Artists take to streets for ‘Paint-Out’ day
COOL Committee launches 'Dry Naturally' campaign
Bee Hill Road project in limbo
Little Red Schoolhouse cleanup completed
Most Viewed

It's not a collection of artwork but a compilation of evidence of a previously
unknown timeline.
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1. Planning Board tackles ‘sandwich board’ signs
2. Truck crashes on Notch Road
3. District Court
4. Northern Berkshire District Court
‘New-Used-Runs Good’ by Dan Rose.
John... (John E. Mitchell/North Adams
Transcript)

5. Sox trade Lugo, add LaRoche, Duncan

"I said to myself, ‘Maybe I can't make art and I have to go into anthropology,
but I'm going to keep that secret part of myself alive no matter what happens the rest of my life,'" Rose said in an
interview this week. "I just kept that secret part of myself alive until I got to be 44."
That was in the 1990s, when he couldn't keep it hidden any longer. He says something burst inside him and compelled
him to create books as art
objects using unusual things -- hinges, fiber board, bits
and pieces of doll house furniture. He made 70 books
Advertisement
in all, the result of a continuous creative process -- he
carried around his own self-made kit when he traveled
Ads by
and would put together books even if he was in an
airport.
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Eventually Rose set to work on what was to become
his Photon DNA sculptures by mixing mechanical and
electrical interests with some more conceptual ones.
The creations serviced a back story of international
government conspiracies that reached into outer
space.

"I was fascinated by light and wanted to make things
that emitted light, so I started making little lamps out of
strange things. I'd find something and put a light bulb
in it, sometimes dim," he said. "I was making these
things, and as they began to accumulate, I got to
thinking about what if there was this gigantic project in
the 20th century -- which was a secret -- to turn human
DNA into light and send it out into the universe and
connect up with the other DNA that had spontaneously
appeared on other planets, and we as creatures
continue to evolve intelligence and we would then
intervene in the future unfolding of the universe, because that's what humans are for. We're here to accelerate
evolution."

'See How A Mom Drops
47Lbs!'
See how a mom of 3 drops
47lbs by obeying this 1 old
rule... Learn more

Rose bounced the ideas off friends, who countered with the notion that life on Earth was the result of another
civilization doing the same, as well as other suggestions that stimulated his work and propelled it forward as a gigantic
project. He displayed the work in Chicago in 1996, along with ambient sounds created from amplified recordings of the
noise the machines actually did make.
These creations reflect the sort of people Rose most admires -- those who take on project-oriented, large-scale tasks.
It's a kind of outsider art in itself -- perhaps outsider curation might be a better term -- the desire not only to make artistic
work, but also to devise a structure to show it and gather it toward a larger meaning. Rose sees such efforts as
compelling cross sections of one person's obsession and slices of the world.
More recently, he has taken that outsider energy and directed it to less intensive project-related bodies of work -- he
feels he burned out from the vast scope of the DNA Photon project. These works, many of which are built from found
objects, work as a compilation of Rose's views toward the alternate history of the 20th century and hint that individual
truth is not the point, but a collective one as viewed through not only technology but also sometimes its failure. The bulk
of Rose's later work concerns itself with all sorts of manmade objects, from sports cars to zeppelins, as well as
celebrities like Arnold Schwarzenegger and systems like communism.
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YMCApool knows the score
Sen. Kennedy makes return

Light
show
"Zeppelins

always to me represented failed technology," Rose said. "I went to visit where the Hindenburg burned. The
cement is still scorched, and there's this rubbery fusion on the tarmac. The remains of failure are still out there in
eastern New Jersey. It's like effort and effort failed. I like both. I like the huge effort to invent something and the barriers
when it doesn't work. That's part of my 20th century."
Keeping cool
Life is a Cabaret

TheTranscript.com
Article Launched: 07/09/2008 09:33:10 AM EDT

City raising transfer rates

Wednesday, July 9
Using LED's, batteries and simple electronics, children and their parents
participated in an illuminated art workshop at Kidspace at Mass MoCA Tuesday
morning. This piece was made by Chris Doubiago, 10, of Adams.
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Experimentation is the central action of science and often the circumstance that sets into motion a science fiction plot.
Rose' back story for the DNA Photon project certainly has its origins in science fiction -- he was a big fan in the 1950s
and acknowledges that it hugely shaped his concepts in art. So does the rest of his work with its almost conspiratorial
intimation of an alternate history to the one we have lived. Rose's show functions less as an art show and more as an
argument toward his theory of reality as proven through the objects he has gathered to further his case. It's something
he has pulled from his academic background.
3. Mystery Photo solved

4. Summer vandalism in Adams down this year, police
say

5. YMCApool knows the score

Advertisement

"There is this whole idea of compiling evidence in my field," Rose said. "An archaeologist would take 10 years to write a
dissertation because they had to take all this evidence that they had compiled and put it into groups and heaps and
organize it and see how it connected with the rest of the evidence in the literature and everything. It became totally
overwhelming. Maybe archaeology is a kind of metaphor here, and yet it's a kind of living at the same time, because
it's not about the dead past; it's about the past that we can never really comprehend because it's so big and so
sprawling. That's how I feel about it."
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Even as it utilizes the methods of his field, Rose's work also lampoons it in his portrayal of academia as an existential
movement that is about accruing information and making arguments and shooting down theories but producing nothing
you can hold in your hand.
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"The thing I noticed most about academics was that there is a kind of analytical passivity. You would analyze stuff, you
would criticize stuff, but you would never make anything," he said. "That just really bothered me and has for most of my
career. Why are we so passive? Why are we just analytical and critical all the time and the critique is it?"
POST YOUR COMMENTS:
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Rose's efforts take that academic pastime to task by showing that ideas
can take form -- they can have a physical
Page 1 of 2
manifestation and are not relegated to articles in academic journals. At the same time, he admits this can sometimes
have a hard time in the art world, where some people tune out the conceptual in favor of the representational -- or the
decorative.

http://www.thetranscript.com/ci_9826782

"They don't want to see an idea on the wall," Rose said. "They want to see color, form, shape -- whatever it is they're
looking for on that surface -- and they want it to stay exactly there."
That doesn't stop Rose. His work chronicles a personal shift from the academic world -- which he portrays as a real
alternate dimension existing beside ours and functioning on its own rules -- into our own, in which the most prized and
collected items are the tangible ones.
His show is a collection of fabricated remnants of a history of that world -- a reflection of the idea that all history, even
that we never noticed or possibly never even existed, leaves some kind of trail that can be compiled and displayed.
"I tried to develop within myself an active approach to the world where you see and understand that most of life really is
people grabbing at it, particularly in business," Rose said. "We live in a capitalist country, and capitalist corporations are
constantly making new stuff. That's why our self-storage units and our garages are full -- because people make stuff.
It's kind of hard to make a shift from this utopian university, social science, liberal arts world to the real world where
stuff is being made. I felt that I needed to just plunge in and do my work in that area. So I did that."
He has taken the root of academic action -- ideas -- and used them as his artistic tools, with commentary and
collaboration as his method of freshening up his materials. He says that while some have been repulsed by his work,
others have been compelled by it and have used it as a springboard to their own investigations of similar terrain. As his
work is a compilation of evidence revealing a hidden world, that of others becomes an extension of that, creating an
entire network of commentary on this elusive past.
"Some art is just visual, and that's probably its predominant function -- to get us to see differently," Rose said. "I think
my art is for building a world once in a while, like there is another universe."
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of this site. Please note by clicking on "Post Comment" you acknowledge that you have read the Terms of Service and the
comment you are posting is in compliance with such terms. Inappropriate posts may be removed by the moderator. These
comments do not reflect the opinion or approval of The North Adams Transcript. This forum encourages open, honest,
respectful and insightful discussions; there is no need to be offensive. If you feel a comment violates the terms and
conditions of this site, please bring it to our attention by selecting the "report abuse" link.Send us your feedback.
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Relics of Futures Past

A group exhibition of contemporary clothing, objects, and
assemblages seen through the lens of another time.
Artists include: Laura Christensen, Jody Culkin, Lisa Nilsson, and Marianne R. Petit

Opening Reception: Friday September 25th, 5:30 – 8:00 p.m.
Exhibit Dates: September 25th 2009 – November 15th 2009
Open Saturdays 1 – 4 p.m. and by appointment. Appointments can be made by phone or email.

Greylock Arts
93 Summer Street Adams, MA 01220 • 413-241-8692 • info@greylockarts.net • www.greylockarts.net

Greylock Arts
For Immediate Release
September 2009
Greylock Arts is pleased to announce it's next exhibition:
RELICS OF FUTURES PAST
A group exhibition of contemporary clothing, objects, and assemblages seen through the lens
of another time.
Artists include: Laura Christensen, Jody Culkin, Lisa Nilsson, and Marianne R. Petit
Opening Reception: Friday September 25th 2009, 5:30 – 8:00 p.m.
Exhibit Dates: September 25th 2009 – November 15th 2009
Greylock Arts, 93 Summer Street, Adams MA 01220
For more information: http://greylockarts.net/relics-of-futures-past

September 2009
Relics of Futures Past
Exhibition & Opening Reception

September 2009
Relics of Futures Past
Exhibition & Opening Reception
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Securing the walls

By Ryan Hutton
Posted: 09/24/2009 02:34:47 AM EDT

North Adams Transcript
ADAMS -- Greylock Arts is offering a warped view of both the modern world and long-gone eras with a new exhibit
opening this Friday titled, "Relics of Futures Past."
Greylock Arts co-owner Marianne Petit said the show opens at 5:30 p.m., and the four artists involved all have a
sensibility of a different time that comes through in their work.
"They have a similar kind of obsession about antiquity and relics, materials that date back to other eras, aesthetics from
other eras, memory and classicism," Petit said. "They’re all also very humorous. If you look at Laura Christensen’s
work, it’s beautifully rendered and it’s hilarious as well."
Christensen’s work includes small sculptures of wood, antique photographs and oil paintings. She takes old
photographs that she then paints additional objects or scenes onto in order to augment the meaning, drawing
inspiration from Italian Renaissance masterpieces.

Adams gets help on being green
Wind turbines set to move in Hancock
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3. Northern Berkshire District Court
4. Union is still at odds with city
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One example is Correggio’s "Assumption of the Virgin" appearing to hover above and behind an elderly woman
standing near her watering can in a garden. The idea is to juxtapose the two images to explore assumptions of belief,
sacredness, and representation.
"One of the pieces she has is of a sun bather on a boardwalk and then in the background is Mantegna’s image of the
corpse of Christ," Petit said. "It’s very interesting."
Petit said the works of Jody Culkin in the show
also take a twisted look at more modern fashions.
Advertisement

"She has one piece in the show that is a dress that
has metal guiding to make it look medieval and at the
same time super-hero like," she said. "But it really
does come from multiple aesthetics that aren’t
necessarily rooted in today’s design."
Petit also has works in the exhibit which, she said,
harken back to Victorian designs and styles by using
things like Victorian toys and optical illusions and popup books. Motivated by her interest in storytelling, her
work explores contemporary roles through the
aesthetic and political lens of Victorian mechanical
toys and dioramas.
"They’re very much rooted in a tradition that is not
contemporary technology" she said. "At the same time
though, the basis is the same. They’re like simple
animation."

Artist Lisa Nilsson is displaying wall pieces that are
assemblages of openness and inclusiveness that blur
the distinctions. Her write-up in the Greylock Arts Web
site says "any given thing may be one or both
simultaneously, so that a relic’s formal qualities
become primary, and a specimen is given the gold leaf-and-velvet treatment of its lofty cousin, the relic."
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Petit said the other three artists are people she and her partner Matt Belanger were familiar with and liked the work of.
She said the best part of owning a gallery is the way they get to decide the theme of every show.
"The way we enjoy curating shows is coming up with a theme that interests us and then finding artists that would fit that
theme," she said. "Sometimes the themes are triggered by people’s work. That was the case with Jody’s work. We
thought it would be interesting to do a show similar to that style."
To reach Ryan Hutton, e-mail rhutton@thetranscript.com.
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Local arts organizations get stimulus boost

By John E. Mitchell
Posted: 09/18/2009 02:00:59 AM EDT
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ADAMS -- New York City artist Jody Culkin stresses function -- and often the
lack of it -- by taking functional design and turning it into something entirely
decorative.

Most Viewed

For the new show at Greylock Arts at 93 Summer St., "Relics of Future Past,"
opening Friday, Sept. 25, Culkin will contribute a body of work that includes
hats and hoodies, a lamp, dresses and books from a variety of unusual
materials including broken glass and copper mesh.
"I feel like different materials have some kind of different context and I think you
want to be both true to the context and take it away from the context," Culkin
said.

Manslaughter trial leads to tears
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Savoy Elementary celebrates Dan Wilk
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units to the...
A ruffle book by Jody Culkin (Photos
courtesy of Jody Culkin)

Culkin’s books aren’t like the traditional objects we’ve grown used to -- they’re
whimsical slices of color that don’t offer a narrative in the usual sense. Some
are constructed of vinyl and all of them come complete with holes that imply the
content has been ripped out and replaced with little voids that tell a whole other
story.

4. In the courts
5. Armed robber gets 8-12 years in prison

"It’s like taking out the pictures and taking out the narrative," said Culkin, "but
each one tells a little story in a way -- not really a specific story. It’s more like some kind of experience of color and
texture. But I really did want them to be funny."
Culkin has also created what she calls "ruffle books" that are exactly what they claim -- books of ruffles that can barely
be contained by the chipboard covers
Culkin also recognizes
Advertisement

that books are objects and appeal to people on that
level as well. The stories that books have to tell are
not just in their words or pictures, but in their binding,
paper, typeface, scent and condition. Culkin’s
creations take all this into account and introduce her
own variations of the physical allures of books.
"I think of these books as being about color, but
they’re just as much about texture, about the touch of
all those different fabrics," she said. "Some of them
are things I bought and some of them are things I had
lying around, like old towels. What are they and how
do they feel? And how does the weight of the thing
feel in your hand. A lot of it really is tactile."
Most of Culkin’s work is approached with humor.
When she makes books filled with ruffles, they make
her laugh and her goal is to get other people to laugh
with her.
"I think that’s kind of a big part of my work -- making
fun of stuff or little jokes about stuff," she said.

In the past, Culkin’s work has incorporated motors and
electronics. She created a series of handbags that
featured little water fountains in them, propelled by tiny
pumps -- some of her handbags featured TV monitors and cameras embedded in them.
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Culkin has also designed dresses that used motors as decorative portions that didn’t do anything in particular -- she just
used them instead of, say, a button or a certain stitching.
For the Greylock Arts show, though, Culkin wanted to make things less complicated, let the work be about the basic
components and enjoy the physicality of the creation. In her daily life, she teaches digital creation -- building Web sites,
programming -- but in her art work she likes to step outside of the virtual creative universe.
"I really like coming back to the world of objects and materials and thinking about what these different materials are like
and what’s going to happen when you put them together -- and what are the implications of these materials and how

http://www.thetranscript.com/northberkshirenews/ci_13364258
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can you fool around with it," said Culkin.
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City raising transfer rates

Culkin began her artistic career with abstract sculpture, and later worked in public art with a lot of time spent welding.
She liked painting, but enjoyed working with objects more, and gradually began to move into the realm of creating
humorous critiques of the various objects she was crafting.

Wednesday, July 9
Using LED's, batteries and simple electronics, children and their parents
participated in an illuminated art workshop at Kidspace at Mass MoCA Tuesday
morning. This piece was made by Chris Doubiago, 10, of Adams.
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4. Summer vandalism in Adams down this year, police
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"As I got older I got more interested in the idea of function and making fun of function, in a way -- making things that
don’t really work but have some relation to something literal that would work," Culkin said.
5. YMCApool knows the score

Public art proved exhausting and Culkin pared down her efforts to a smaller scale that offered her the chance to work
with a wider variety of materials while still giving her an occasional outlet for her welding skills.
Advertisement

"I did a bunch of pieces in the 1990s where I did a lot of knitted steel wool pieces," said Culkin. "I was just trying to use
materials in different ways."
Rentals Stuff Autos Jobs
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Throughout these periods, Culkin always crafted lamps -- this was her first and most consistent foray into electronics.
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"I’d go in and out using different materials," she said. "Sometimes I used sheet metal -- I started out making these
cardboard lamps. I used a lot of those cardboard tubes that you used to be able to find everywhere in the streets of
New York with other cardboard in the 1980s."
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Culkin would incorporated one of her favorite materials -- broken glass -- into her lamp work, as well as chains, which
are a part of a continuing fascination to Culkin in their dual use of bondage and beauty in everyday life.
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"They’re used to chain things up but I think it’s interesting that they’re this decorative device and we wear chains to
look beautiful, so I just find it interesting," said Culkin.
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Culkin attended New York University’s Interactive Telecommunications Program, the final part in her journey to
http://www.thetranscript.com/ci_9826782
of 2
combine technology with her sculpture. Even though her current crop Page
of 1work
has turned its back on that component, it
may only being fleeting -- even as she prepares to show her low-tech books and hats, she also begins plans for
augmenting them sometime in the future with LEDs, motors and other electronics.
"I’m totally all for technology being completely arbitrary," Culkin said. "I have no problem with that. I think it’s actually
funny."
In context of the world around her, Culkin is definitely part of the modern culture that darts between the technological
and the tactile, a world defined by participants of events like Maker’s Faire, where the skilled set of the high-tech go to
put their knowledge to use with DIY home projects and such.
"I think I’m a person who’s going, ‘Okay, I’d really like to make stuff and not just be on the computer,’ but I think I’m not
that unusual," said Culkin. "I think there are lots of people who are sometimes playing around at both ends."
Culkin is happy to be one of those people with hand on each end of the spectrum. Her desire is to be able to abandon
neither, but continue to integrate and separate as the desire moves her.
"I feel like I’m bouncing from one to the other, and sometimes they’re really integrating too," she said. "Sometimes
they’re just bouncing and I’m happy with either."
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Target: Joan Carney in collaboration with Kelly Gallagher

Relics of Futures Past

A group exhibition of contemporary clothing, objects, and
assemblages seen through the lens of another time.
Artists include: Laura Christensen, Jody Culkin, Lisa Nilsson, and Marianne R. Petit

A collaborative mixed media project.
Opening Reception: December 12th 2009, 1:00 – 3:00 p.m.
December 12th 2009 – January 2nd 2010
Opening Reception: Friday
September
25th,
Saturdays,
1:00 – 4:00
p.m. 5:30 – 8:00 p.m.
Exhibit Dates: September
2009
– November
15th 2009
Admission is25th
free and
open
to the public.
Open Saturdays 1 – 4 p.m. and by appointment. Appointments can be made by phone or email.

Greylock Arts
93 Summer Street Adams, MA 01220 • 413-241-8692 • info@greylockarts.net • www.greylockarts.net

Greylock Arts
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
December 2009
Greylock Arts is pleased to announce:
TARGET: Joan Carney in collaboration with Kelly Gallagher
A collaborative mixed media project.
As a result of a two-year recovery from serious illness (and through funding from thePollackKrasner and Adolph and Esther Gottlieb Arts Foundations), Santa Fe based artist Joan Carney
began to dream of roadway construction signs as both a target and an entry point into a new
body of work.
Moving away from her previous explorations in chance and reverse glass painting, Carney began looking at stencils and tracings. Incorporating drawings given to her in a notepad made by
her nephew Kelly Gallagher, Carney found the juxtaposition between the two styles surprising
and inspiring. Kelly Gallagher of Williamstown is 17 years old, legally blind and born with physical disabilities. And so, armed with a pad of tracing paper, a box of crayons, some stencils, and a
two-week residency at theContemporary Artists Center in Troy, New York Carney headed east.
This exhibition represents Carney’s work from her residency as well as continued collaborative
works between she and Gallagher.
Opening Reception:
December 12th 2009, 1:00 – 3:00 p.m.
Exhibit Dates & Times:
December 12th 2009 – January 2nd 2010
Admission is free and open to the public.
Saturdays, 1:00 – 4:00 p.m.
Otherwise by appointment.
Location:
93 Summer Street, Adams, MA 01220

December 2009
Target
Exhibition & Opening Reception

December 2009
Target
Exhibition & Opening Reception
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Home for the holidays -- then back to Iraq
Patrick King is on a mission to ensure that local
veterans are remembered
Head-on crash sends one to hospital

ADAMS -- Painter Joan Carney has managed to utilize a mysterious figure,
possibly from her subconscious, as a way to collaborate with her handicapped
nephew and to learn something about her own work and methods.

Buxton School plans to break ground on new
complex

Her work, done with nephew Kelly Gallagher, is on display at Greylock Arts, at
93 Summer St. in Adams.

Most Viewed

Carney’s past art was created with acrylic on glass, but as she recovered from
a serious illness and had travel plans -- her goal was to spend recuperation
time with friends and family -- she needed something more portable.

(From the last 12 hours)

"It’s not easy to travel and work on glass," she said during a recent interview.
"I started working on tracing paper, and I had this dream of this target image,
and I just started by making a stencil and trying out various things with paper
and paint and on various media."
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Joan Carney’s ‘Breakthrough No. 2.’
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The target image Carney was putting down is a mystery to her. She had a
conscious thought of how it came to her, but its actual origin will probably
forever remain unknown.

2. Vigil at Adams’ St. Stanislaus Kostka Church
reaches one year...
3. Icy Roads
4. Head-on crash sends one to hospital
5. New book traces track program at Williams

"I thought it was an actual road construction sign, but I went to the road where I thought it was, and it did not exist,"
Carney said. "I don’t know if it was the drugs I was taking for my recovery or if I dreamt about it at night, so there’s a
huge question there of where the source came from. Anyhow, I went with it because there were a lot of ways I could
interpret it."
At the time, Carney had been photographing
Advertisement

road patches and construction designs, so such
things commanded her attention. It was the graphic
quality of the shape that appealed to her, as well as
the fact it is a sign that -- in theory -- everyone deals
with. The familiarity was a huge strength.
"Everybody crosses it -- walking across, driving
across -- it’s very familiar to people," Carney said.
She began making stencils of the shape. It was while
experimenting with the possibilities that she began to
include her nephew’s work in the design -- making
tracings of the work and incorporating it into her own.
She had a sketchbook of his in her studio -- actually a
paper sampler for artists that he had used.
"He just started coloring in that," Carney said. "There
were some of his gestural drawings that I started
working with, and I liked what was going on,
especially with tracing paper and bringing everything
down to simple materials. That’s been a behind-thescenes theme in my work and my life as a painter."
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Simple materials offer a means to the simplicity of a
child’s artwork -- hard to achieve for an adult. Carney
experimented with this process, though, on her glass

works, for which she finger-painted.

"What happens when you’re painting on one side and seeing on the other, very big surprises come up," she said. "The
paints dried, and you can turn the glass over. What’s happened is a real surprise. It reminded me of the closest thing
Painter
learns
through
own
work
North Adams
Transcript
that I could
possibly
get her
as an
adult
to a-childlike
drawing."

12/28/09 8:50 PM

Gallagher is legally blind -- he can make out shapes and colors. Carney views the drawings, done with oil stick, as his
way of communicating to the world.
"It’s interesting because he does different things with different colors," she said. "It’s pretty unique, the strokes that he
http://www.thetranscript.com/ci_14046180
comes up with when he’s using particular colors."
Carney has been able to work with Gallagher more directly over time, and this has spurred her to seek out other
special-needs kids with whom to collaborate. She says the rewards go both ways.
"I’m getting educated in the same process, and I like that," she said. "I have always admired and collected kids’
drawings. I have 12 other nieces and nephews, and I think that when people are still young, they do some incredible
paintings and drawings. It’s always inspired my work."
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